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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Problem
False alarms are the main obstacle to the wide adoption of sound static analysis tools that aim to

prove safety properties about programs. Users of sound static analyzers su�er from a large number
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of false alarms, where false alarms o�en outnumber real errors. For instance, in a case of analyzing

commercial so�ware, we have found only one real error in 273 bu�er-over�ow alarms, a�er tedious

and time-consuming alarm investigation e�orts [16].

Statistical ranking schemes [16, 20] have been proposed to �nd real errors quickly, but they

do not fundamentally reduce alarm-investigation burdens especially in so�ware veri�cation. �e

ranking schemes alleviate the false alarm problem by showing alarms that are most likely to be

real errors over those that are least likely. However, these ranking schemes cannot completely

dismiss unlikely alarms. For example, we still need to examine all alarms to �nd the real ones in

safety-critical so�wares.

1.2 Our Solution
Our solution is to reduce alarm-investigation burden by clustering alarms according to their sound

dependence information. We say that alarm A has (sound) dependence on alarm B whenever if

alarm B turns out to be false, then so does alarm A as a logical consequence. When we �nd a set

of alarms depending on the same alarm, which we call a dominant alarm, we can cluster them

together. Once we �nd clusters of alarms, we only need to check whether their dominant alarms

are false.

In this paper, we present a sound alarm-clustering method for static analyzers. Our analysis

automatically discovers sound dependencies among alarms. Combining such dependencies, our

analysis �nds clusters of alarms which have their own dominant alarms. If the dominant alarms

turn out to be false (true resp.), we can assure that all the others in the same cluster are also false

(true resp.).

1.3 Examples
Example 1 through 3 show examples of alarm dependencies and how they reduce alarm-investigation

e�orts. �ese examples are discovered automatically by our clustering algorithm.

Example 1.1 (Beginning Example). Our analyzer reports 5 bu�er-over�ow alarms for the following

code excerpted from Nlkain-1.3 (alarms are underlined, and dominant alarms are double-underlined).

1 void residual(SYSTEM *sys, double *upad, double *r) {

2 nx = 50;

3 u = &upad[nx+2];

4 ...

5 for (k = 0; k < ny; k++) {

6 u++;

7 for(j = 0; j < nx; j++) {

8 r[0] = ac[0]*u[0] - ax[0]*u[-1] - ax[1]*u[1] - ay[0]*u[-nx-2]

9 - ay[nx]*u[nx+2] - q[0];

10 r++; u++; q++; ac++; ax++; ay++;

11 }

12 u++; ax++;

13 }

14 }

Note the following two facts in this example:

(1) If the bu�er access u[-nx-2] at line 8 over�ows the bu�er, so do the others since -nx-2 is

the lowest index among the indices of all the bu�er accesses on u.

(2) If the bu�er access u[nx+2] at line 9 does not over�ow the bu�er, neither do the others

since nx+2 is the highest index among the indices of all the bu�er accesses on u.
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Using these two facts, we can cluster alarms in the following way: we can �nd a false alarm cluster

which consists of all the alarms in the example and the dominant alarm is the one of the bu�er

access u[nx+2] at line 9. We can also construct a true alarm cluster with the same set; the bu�er

access u[-nx-2] at line 8 is the dominant alarm of the cluster. �us, in order to check the program’s

bu�er-overrun safety, it is su�cient to show the safety of the single bu�er access u[nx+2], instead

of doing that for all the reported alarms. On the other hand, �nding the access u[-nx-2] unsafe

will help to spot other potential vulnerabilities accordingly. �

Example 1.2 (Inter-procedural alarm dependencies). �e following code excerpted from Appcontour-

1.1.0 shows inter-procedural alarm dependencies. Our method �nds dependencies among the

three alarms at line 3, 4, and 10. In the example, arrays invmergerules and invmergerulesnn
have the same size 8. �e function apply rule is the only one caller to the other functions

lookup mergearcs and rule mergearcs.

1 int lookup_mergearcs(char *rule) {

2 ...

3 for (i = 1; invmergerules[i]; i++)

4 if (strcasecmp(rule, invmergerulesnn[i] == 0))

5 return (i);

6 ...

7 }

8 int rule_mergearcs(struct sketch *s, int rule, int rcount) {

9 if (debug)

10 printf("%s count %d", invmergerules[rule], rcount);

11 ...

12 }

13 int apply_rule(char *rule, struct sketch *sketch) {

14 ...

15 if ((code = lookup_mergearcs(rule)))

16 res = rule_mergearcs(sketch, code, rcount);

17 ...

18 }

Note that if either one of the alarms is true (or false), so are the others since all the alarms access

the same array with the same index for the following reasons.

(1) �ere is no update on the value of i between the two accesses at line 3 and 4.

(2) �e value of i at line 3 �ows to the variable rule at line 10 through function calls and

returns (5→ 15→ 16→ 10).

We can �nd false and true alarm clusters in a similar manner as we did in the example 1.1. Instead

of inspecting all of the alarms, checking either one of the alarms (e.g., the one at line 3) is su�cient

to determine if the other remaining alarms are true or false. �

Example 1.3 (Multiple dominant alarms). �e following code excerpted from GNU Chess 5.0.5

shows an example of a cluster with multiple dominant alarms. �ree alarms are reported at line 3,

4, and 9. �e arrays cboard and ephash have the same size 64.

1 void MakeMove(int side, int *move) {

2 ...

3 fpiece = cboard[f];

4 tpiece = cboard[t];

5 ...

6 if (fpiece == pawn && abs(f-t) == 16) {
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7 sq = (f + t) / 2;

8 ...

9 HashKey ^= ephash[sq];

10 }

11 }

Since sq is the average of f and t, if both bu�er accesses at line 3 and 4 are safe, the bu�er access

at line 9 is also safe. In this example, we have a false cluster which have multiple dominant alarms

(the alarms at line 3 and 4). �
Although all the example programs are concerned with bu�er-over�ow detection for C programs,

all techniques and algorithms which will be described in this paper can be generalized to other

languages and safety properties as well because we are based on a general model of programs and

static analyses.

1.4 Contributions
In this paper, we make the following contributions:

• We propose a sound alarm-clustering method for static analyzers. Our framework is general

and applicable to any semantics-based static analyzers. It is orthogonal to both re�ning

approaches and statistical ranking schemes.

• We provide three concrete instance analyses of the proposed framework. We present design

and implementation of our clustering method based on interval, octagon, and symbolic

domains.

• We prove the e�ectiveness of our clustering method with a realistic static analyzer for

bu�er-over�ow detection. On 14 open-source benchmarks, our clustering method identi�ed

45% of alarms to be non-dominating. �is result amounts to 45% reduction in the number

of investigated alarms if the other 55% turns out to be false.

�is paper is an extension of [22]. Compared to the previous version, the current paper presents

a new clustering algorithm that guarantees to �nd a minimal set of dominant alarms (Section 4.1),

provides a new instance of the framework based on a symbolic domain (Section 5.4), shows experi-

mentally that alarm-clustering with the symbolic domain outperforms the previous octagon-based

method in [22], and formally proves the soundness of the proposed alarm-clustering framework

and algorithms (Appendix).

2 OVERVIEW
Before formally presenting our alarm clustering approach (Section 3, 4, 5), we illustrate key aspects

of our approach with an example. In this section, we consider a �ow-sensitive interval analysis for

bu�er-over�ow detection. However, our method is general and applicable to any trace-partitioning

strategy, e.g., context-sensitivity. In Section 3, we present our approach in a general se�ing.

Example Program. Consider the following code snippet:
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φ1 : int* a = init array(0); // a.size = [7, 7]

φ2 : int* b = init array(1); // b.size = [-oo, +oo]

φ3 : if (!*b)

φ4 : exit (*b);

φ5 : int sum =0;

φ6 : int i = read int(); // i = [0, +oo]

φ7 : while (*) {

φ8 : sum += a[i-1];

φ9 : sum += a[i+2];

φ10 : sum += a[i-2];

φ11 : sum += a[i+1]; }

�e analysis computes interval values for each variable at each program point. Suppose the

analysis reports �ve bu�er-over�ow alarms: Alarms are underlined, and the values of variables in

intervals are annotated in comments. �roughout this section, we will use program point and alarm

interchangeably; alarm φi means the one at the program point φi . Assume that a gets allocated by

an array of size 7 at line φ1 but the analysis cannot precisely infer the size of b at line φ2, so that b
gets allocated by an array of size [−∞,+∞] during the analysis.

Key Idea. �e key idea of our alarm clustering method is what we call sound re�nement by

refutation (Section 3.4); if we can kill an alarm φ j from the abstract semantics re�ned under the

assumption that alarm φi is false, the falsehood of φ j is determined by that of φi . Suppose alarm

φ9 is false. �en, i at φ9 should have interval [−2, 4] because the value of i+2 should lie in [0, 6].

Similarly, suppose alarm φ10 is false. �en, i at φ10 should hold [2, 8] because the value of i-2
should lie in [0, 6]. If we re-analyze the program under those assumptions, the interval value of i
will be [2, 4] throughout the loop (φ7 – φ11), which removes the other alarms in the loop (φ8 and

φ11). We can soundly conclude that if the dominant alarms φ9 and φ10 are false, so are the other

alarms φ8 and φ11 in the loop. In Section 3.4, we show that, given an abstract domain equipped

with a sound abstract slice operator used to slice out the erroneous states, our framework provides a

sound method to �nd a small set of dominant alarms.

By varying the abstract domain used for the re�nement by refutation, we can have di�erent

trade-o�s between the cost and the number of �nal alarms. Note that, with the interval domain, we

cannot �nd that φ3 dominates φ4 because the erroneous state at φ3 cannot be expressed as intervals

as the size of b is unbounded. �erefore, the �nal alarms in the interval-domain-based clustering

will be:

{φ3,φ4,φ9,φ10 }.

Using a more powerful abstract domain will cluster more alarms. Suppose we use the octagon

domain [28] in the re�nement phase. �en, the non-erroneous state at φ3 will be expressed as a

numerical constraint:

0 ≤ b.offset ∧ b.offset < b.size.

With octagon, we can �nd the dependency as the falsehood assumption of φ3 will be propagated

and kill φ4. �erefore, the �nal alarms will be {φ3,φ9,φ10 }. But this fewer number of �nal alarms

comes with a scalability loss as the octagon analysis is generally more expensive than the interval

analysis. In Section 5, we provide designs of three concrete instances of di�erent powers and costs,

which are based on interval, octagon, and symbolic domains, respectively.

Alarm Clustering Algorithms. Now we present two algorithms to �nd dominant alarms. �e

details of these algorithm will be presented in Section 4. �e two algorithms have di�erent trade-o�s
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between the cost and the number of �nal alarms. �e �rst algorithm, presented in Section 4.1,

guarantees to �nd a set of minimal dominant alarms: the set dominates all alarms and does not

contain unnecessaries. However, the algorithm’s running time is proportional to the number of

total alarms. On the other hand, the algorithm in Section 4.2 quickly �nds a dominant alarm set

regardless of the number of alarms. Instead, the result may not be minimal. Now, we will describe

how the two algorithms based on the interval domain work on the example program.

Minimal Algorithm. �is algorithm begins with �nding alarms that can be clustered together

with other alarms. It re-analyzes the program assuming all of the reported alarms are false. �en,

we have the following two alarms:

{φ3,φ4 }.

�ese two alarms are beyond the power of the interval domain. In other words, we cannot �nd

dependencies involving them as they survive even a�er refuting all the alarms. Se�ing aside the

two alarms, it will try to �nd dependencies among the other four alarms in the loop. To suppress

all the alarms in the loop ({φ8,φ9,φ10,φ11 }) false, i at the loophead should hold [2, 4], and we will

�nd minimal refutations leading to the interval value. For each alarm, the algorithm refutes all but

that alarm and reanalyze the program. �e following table shows each refutation and its result.

Refuted alarms i at φ7 a�er re-analysis

{φ9,φ10,φ11 } [2, 4]

{φ8,φ10,φ11 } [2, 5]

{φ8,φ9,φ11 } [1, 4]

{φ8,φ9,φ10 } [2, 4]

In the second and the third rows, we do not refute φ9 and φ10 respectively, and we fail to get

[2, 4]. In the �rst and the last rows, we do not refute φ8 and φ11 respectively, but still we get [2, 4].

�erefore, refuting φ9 and φ10 is a minimal requirement to suppress all the alarms. With the two

alarms beyond the capability of interval, the algorithm reports the following �nal alarms:

{φ3,φ4,φ9,φ10 }.

We explain the algorithm in more detail in Section 4.1. Note that the algorithm requires to run the

analysis multiple times.

Non-minimal but E�cient Algorithm. We also present more e�cient algorithm that �nds a subset

of all alarm dependencies in a single �xpoint computation (Section 4.2). �e idea is to run the

analysis a�er refuting all alarms and track which alarm’s falsehood assumption kills which alarm.

A�er slicing out erroneous states at each program point, the re�ned states will be propagated

through the program by the narrowing operation. First, we ignore φ3 and φ4 since the erroneous

states are beyond the capability of interval. At φ8, i holds [1, 7] by assuming alarm φ8 false. We

record the fact that refuting alarm φ8 contributes to the current value of i. �is re�ned state is

propagated further. At φ9, i initially holds [−2, 4]. We conjoin the incoming state from φ8 and this

value obtaining the following result.

[1, 7] u [−2, 4] = [1, 4]

We record that refuting alarms φ8 and φ9 contribute to the current value of i. At φ10, i initially

holds [2, 8]. We conjoin the incoming state from φ10 and this value obtaining the following result.

[1, 4] u [2, 8] = [2, 4]

We record alarms refuting φ8, φ9, and φ10 contribute to the current value of i. At φ11, i initially

holds [−1, 5] Conjoining this state with the incoming state from φ10 does not result in a narrowed
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state since [−1, 5] u [2, 4] = [2, 4]. We do not add φ11 to the list of refuted alarms that contribute to

the current value of i. A�er analyzing the loop once again, i holds [2, 4] at every program points

in the loop and the �xpoint is reached. With the new �xpoint, we have the alarms {φ3,φ4 }. In
addition to this set, we additionally report the dominant alarms. We know that alarms φ8, φ9, and

φ10 dominate φ11. �e �nal alarms will be

{φ3,φ4,φ8,φ9,φ10 }.

Note that alarm φ8 is additionally reported compared to the minimal algorithm. When analyzing

φ8, we do not know in advance that the refutations of φ9 and φ10 will completely eclipse the e�ect

of refuting φ8. For this reason, the algorithm may report redundant dominant alarms.

3 ALARM CLUSTERING FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe our general framework for alarm clustering, which provides a method

to �nd clusters for a given set of dominant alarms. �e input to the framework is a static analyzer

that has two assumptions: 1) we assume that the analyzer is de�ned with a trace-partitioning

function δ ; and 2) the abstract domain of the analyzer comes with a meet operator and a sound

abstract slice operator. �ese requirements will be explained in Section 3.1 and 3.4, respectively.

3.1 Static Analysis
We �rst de�ne a class of static analyses that we consider in this paper. �e analysis is used to prove

safety properties about programs. It is de�ned by abstract interpretation of trace semantics based

on the trace partitioning [26]. We begin with basic notions used in this paper.

Programs. We represent a program P as a transition system (S,→,Sι ) where S is the set of

states of the program, (→) ⊆ S × S is the transition relation of the possible, elementary execution

steps, and Sι ⊆ S denotes the set of initial states.

Collecting Semantics. We write S+ for the set of all �nite non-empty sequences of states. If

σ ∈ S+ is a �nite sequence of states, σi denotes the (i + 1)-th state of the sequence, σ0 is the �rst

state, and σa the last state. If τ is a pre�x of σ , we write τ � σ .

We say a sequence σ is a trace if σ is a (partial) execution sequence, i.e., σ0 ∈ Sι ∧ ∀k .σk → σk+1.

�e trace semantics of program P is de�ned as the set of all traces of the program:

[[P]] = {σ ∈ S+ | σ0 ∈ Sι ∧ ∀i .σi → σi+1}

Note that the set [[P]] is a least �xpoint of the following semantic function FP :

FP : ℘(S+) → ℘(S+)
FP (E) = {〈sι〉 | sι ∈ Sι }

∪ {〈s0, · · · , sn+1〉 | 〈s0, · · · , sn〉 ∈ E ∧ sn → sn+1}.

�at is, [[P]] = lfp FP .

Abstract Semantics. �e class of static analyzers that this paper considers is obtained by

abstracting the trace semantics in two steps. First, we abstract the set of traces (i.e. ℘(S+)) into

partitioned sets of reachable-states which are maps from a pre-de�ned set, called “partitioning

indices” (e.g., program points) Φ to the set of concrete states. Next, we abstract the set of states

associated with each partitioning index into an abstract state (
ˆS), leading to the �nal abstract domain

D̂ = Φ→ ˆS. �e overall abstraction is formalized by the following two-step Galois-connection:

℘(S+) −→
←−
α0

γ0

Φ→ ℘(S) −→
←−
α1

γ1

Φ→ ˆS.
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We call the �rst part partitioning abstraction and the second part set of states abstraction.

(1) Partitioning abstraction: Suppose that we have a pre-de�ned set Φ of partitioning indices

and a partitioning function

δ : Φ→ ℘(S+)

which maps each partitioning index (Φ) to a set of traces. We assume that the partitioning

function is well-formed in a sense that it covers all the traces, i.e.,⋃
φ ∈Φ

δ (φ) = S+

and all the associated sets are disjoint, i.e.,

∀φ1,φ2. φ1 , φ2 =⇒ δ (φ1) ∩ δ (φ2) = ∅.

Example 3.1. �e most popular strategy for partitioning is the so-called �ow-sensitivity

that partitions the set of traces based on the program points of the �nal states. When a state

is a pair of program point (C) and a memory state (M), i.e., S = C ×M, this �nal program

point partitioning is de�ned by the partitioning function δp (c ) = {σ | ∃m. σa = (c,m)};
the set C of program points forms the partitioning indices Φ and δp classi�es the set of

traces according to their �nal program points. Other conventional partitioning strategies

such as context-sensitivity, path-sensitivity, loop-unrolling are also obtained by de�ning

appropriate partitioning indices Φ and function δ . �

With a given partitioning function δ , we �rst de�ne the partitioned reachable-state

domain Φ→ ℘(S), which is de�ned by the following Galois-connection:

℘(S+) −→
←−
α0

γ0

Φ→ ℘(S)

where the abstraction function α0 and the concretization function γ0 are de�ned as follows:

α0 (Σ) = λφ.{σa | σ ∈ Σ ∩ δ (φ)}
γ0 ( f ) = {σ | ∀τ � σ .∀φ ∈ Φ. τ ∈ δ (φ) ⇒ τa ∈ f (φ)}.

We write [[P]]/δ for the concrete semantics [[P]] modulo the partitioning abstraction by

δ , i.e., [[P]]/δ ∈ Φ→ ℘(S).
(2) Set of states abstraction: We further abstract the partitioned reachable states by the follow-

ing Galois-connection:

Φ→ ℘(S) −→
←−
α1

γ1

Φ→ ˆS.

�e Galois-connection of (α1, γ1) is de�ned as pointwise li�ing of Galois-connection (αS ,

γS ) of states abstraction ℘(S) −→
←−
αS

γS
ˆS.

From this point, we will denote α and γ as α1 ◦ α0 and γ0 ◦ γ1 respectively.

�e abstract semantics of program P computed by the analyzer is a �xpoint

ˆ
[[P]] = lfp#F̂

where lfp#
is a sound, abstract post-�xpoint operator and the function F̂ : D̂→ D̂ is a monotone

or an extensive abstract transfer function such that α ◦ FP v F̂ ◦ α . �e soundness of the static

analysis follows from the �xpoint transfer theorem [8].
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3.2 Alarm Dependences
Alarms. Suppose Ω : Φ → ℘(S) speci�es erroneous states at each partitioning indices (e.g.

program points). �e static analyzer reports an alarm at partitioning index φ ∈ Φ if the abstract

semantics
ˆ

[[P]] involves some error states, i.e.,

γS ( ˆ
[[P]](φ)) ∩ Ω(φ) , ∅

In the rest of the paper, we assume we have at most a single alarm at a partitioning index and hence

use partitioning index and alarm interchangeably; alarm φ means the one at the trace partitioning

index φ.

�e alarm φ is a false alarm when the static analyzer reports the alarm but the concrete semantics

does not involve any error states at φ:

[[P]]/δ (φ) ∩ Ω(φ) = ∅
Otherwise, i.e., [[P]]/δ (φ) ∩ Ω(φ) , ∅, the alarm is true.

Alarm Dependences. Our goal is to �nd logical dependencies between alarms. �e ideal,

concrete dependencies between alarms can be de�ned as follows. Given two alarms φ1 and φ2, φ2

has a dependence on φ1 if φ2 is always false whenever φ1 is false, i.e.,

[[P]]/δ (φ1) ∩ Ω(φ1) = ∅ =⇒ [[P]]/δ (φ2) ∩ Ω(φ2) = ∅.
Note that the concrete dependence of φ2 on φ1 leads to another dependence as contraposition:

[[P]]/δ (φ2) ∩ Ω(φ2) , ∅ =⇒ [[P]]/δ (φ1) ∩ Ω(φ1) , ∅
�at is, if φ2 is a true alarm, so is φ1.

However, because it is in general impossible to �nd all of such concrete dependencies, our goal

is to �nd abstract dependencies that are sound with respect to the concrete dependencies. �at

is, we aim to �nd a subset of the concrete dependencies. Our idea is to use a sound re�nement by

refutation; if we can kill the alarm φ2 from the abstract semantics re�ned under the assumption

that alarm φ1 is false, it means that φ2 has concrete dependence on φ1.

We will describe a simple example that conveys the idea.

Example 3.2 (Abstract alarm dependence). Suppose that an interval domain-based analyzer reports

two bu�er-over�ow alarms in the following code (alarms are underlined, and the values of variables

in intervals are annotated in comments).

int foo(int* buf, int i) { // buf.size = [11, 21], i = [0, +oo]

φ1 : buf[i] = 10;

φ2 : int j = i / 2; // j = [0, +oo]

φ3 : return buf[j];

}

Under the assumption that alarm φ1 is false, i at φ1 holds [0, 20] a�er using a sound re�nement

by refutation. Note that we consider an underapproximation of the erroneous states at φ1 to

guarantee the soundness of the re�nement. A�er the re�nement, j at φ3 holds [0, 10], which does

not over�ow buf. We may conclude φ2 has concrete dependence on φ1. �at is, if φ1 is a false alarm,

so is φ2. Also, if φ2 is a true alarm, so is φ1. �e soundness is guaranteed by our alarm clustering

framework. �

In the rest of the section, we de�ne the notion of sound re�nement by refutation and abstract

alarm dependence. �en, we de�ne alarm clustering based on the abstract alarm dependence.
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3.3 Computing Alarm Dependences
Re�nement by Refutation. Our key idea for computing the alarm dependence is re�nement

by refutation; we re�ne the original �xpoint with the assumption that an alarm is false, and then

propagate that information to see which other alarms are �ltered out as the consequence of the

re�nement.

Our alarm clustering framework requires the following:

• ˆ
[[P]] : Φ→ ˆS: the abstract semantics of program P , i.e., the analysis result.

• Ω̂ : Φ→ ˆS, an underapproximation of the erroneous states, i.e.,

∀φ ∈ Φ. Ω̂(φ) v αS (Ω(φ))

where Ω : Φ→ ℘(S) speci�es erroneous states at each partitioning index.

• 	̂ :
ˆS × ˆS→ ˆS: an abstract slice operator such that it is sound with respect to the concrete

slicing:

αS ◦ 	 v 	̂ ◦ αS×S

where 	 : ℘(S) × ℘(S) → ℘(S) is the concrete slicing operator de�ned as the set di�erence,

i.e., S1 	 S2 = S1 \S2. We require that the abstract domain
ˆS comes with a meet operator (u)

and a sound abstract slice operator (	̂). In Section 5, we describe abstract slice operators

of the interval, octagon, and symbolic domains.

Given an alarm φ, our alarm clustering method works in the following three steps:

(1) We slice out the erroneous states at φ from the original �xpoint
ˆ

[[P]]:

ˆ
[[P]]¬φ =

ˆ
[[P]][φ 7→ ˆ

[[P]](φ) 	̂ Ω̂(φ)]

Here,
ˆ

[[P]]¬φ denotes the resulting sliced abstract semantics, which is the same as the origi-

nal �xpoint
ˆ

[[P]] except that an underapproximation of the erroneous states at partitioning

index φ is sliced out. �is step corresponds to assuming that the alarm φ is false.

(2) Next, we propagate the re�ned information through the program. �is is done by computing

the following “narrowing” operation with the abstract semantic function F̂ of the target

program:

˜
[[P]]φ = fix#λZ . ˆ

[[P]]¬φ u F̂ (Z )

where fix#
is a �xpoint operator.

˜
[[P]]φ denotes the �nal analysis result where the informa-

tion about φ being false is propagated along the entire program.

(3) We conclude that alarms that disappear from
˜

[[P]]φ has abstract alarm dependence on φ.

�is step will be formalized shortly (De�nition 1).

Example 3.3. Consider the program in Example 3.2. �e abstract value of i at φ1 from the original

�xpoint
ˆ

[[P]] is [0,+∞]:

ˆ
[[P]](φ1) (i) = [0,+∞]

Under the assumption that alarm φ1 is false, an underapproximation of the erroneous state satis�es

the following:

Ω̂(φ1) (i) = [21,+∞]

Here the slice operator 	̂ simply rules out the erroneous interval from the original one for each

variable in the abstract state: (
ˆ

[[P]](φ1)	̂Ω̂(φ1)
)
(i) = [0, 20]
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A�er slicing out the erroneous state, the sliced abstract semantics satis�es the following (Step 1):

ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

(φ1) (i) = ˆ
[[P]][φ1 7→

ˆ
[[P]](φ1) 	̂ Ω̂(φ1)](φi ) (i) = [0, 20]

�e re�ned state is propagated through the program by the narrowing operation and then the

abstract value of j at φ3 a�er the re�nement is as follows (Step 2):

˜
[[P]]φ1

(φ3) (j) = [0, 10]

Finally we observe that the alarm at φ3 disappears by assuming the alarm at φ1 to be false (Step

3). �

It is easy to extend this re�nement algorithm to the case of refuting multiple alarms. Suppose

that we assume that set
−→φ of alarms is false. �e re�nement

˜
[[P]]−→φ of the �xpoint

ˆ
[[P]] with respect

to these assumptions is,

˜
[[P]]−→φ = fix#λZ . ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ u F̂ (Z )

where
ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ =

d
φi ∈−→φ

ˆ
[[P]]¬φi .

Abstract Alarm Dependence. We now de�ne abstract alarm dependence based on the re�ne-

ment by refutation. �e dependence between alarm φ1 and φ2, wri�en as φ1  φ2 denotes that

alarm φ2 has abstract dependence on alarm φ1.

Definition 1 (φ1  φ2). Given two alarms φ1 and φ2, φ2 has an abstract dependence on φ1, i� the

re�nement
˜

[[P]]φ1

by refuting φ1 kills φ2; i.e.

φ1  φ2 i� γS ( ˜
[[P]]φ1

(φ2)) ∩ Ω(φ2) = ∅.

�e following lemma shows that the abstract alarm dependence is sound with respect to the

concrete dependence:

Lemma 1. Given two alarms φ1 and φ2, if φ1  φ2, then φ2 is false whenever φ1 is false.

Proof. We show the re�nement by refutation of alarm φ1 (i.e.,
˜

[[P]]φ1

) still soundly approximates

the concrete semantics (i.e., α ([[P]]) v ˜
[[P]]φ1

) if alarm φ1 is false. �en, we can conclude alarm φ2

if the re�nement removes alarm φ2 because the re�nement is sound with respect to the concrete

semantics. We prove the lemma by induction and the soundness of abstract slice operator. �e

details are available in Appendix. �

As a contraposition of Lemma 1, we also have a di�erent sense of soundness of abstract alarm

dependence.

Corollary 1. Given two alarms φ1 and φ2, if φ1  φ2, then alarm φ1 is true whenever alarm φ2

is true.

We extend the de�nition and lemma of the abstract dependence for multiple alarms. �e alarm

dependence in Example 1.3 is the example of such dependencies.

Definition 2 (
−→φ  φ0). Given set

−→φ of alarms and alarm φ0, we write
−→φ  φ0, and say that φ0

has abstract dependence on set
−→φ , i� the re�nement

˜
[[P]]−→φ by refuting set

−→φ of alarms satis�es

γS ( ˜
[[P]]−→φ (φ0)) ∩ Ω(φ0) = ∅.

Lemma 2. Given set
−→φ of alarms and alarm φ0, if

−→φ  φ0, then alarm φ0 is false whenever all

alarms in
−→φ are false.
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Proof. �e proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 except that we refute multiple alarms. �e

details are available in Appendix. �

In fact, the contraposition of Lemma 2 is not quite useful since it speci�es only some alarms among

set
−→φ of alarms are true when alarm φ0 is true.

3.4 Alarm Clustering
Alarm Cluster. Using abstract alarm dependencies, we can build false and true-alarm clusters.

Suppose that we are given a set of dominant alarms
−→φ (how to choose such dominant alarms will

be discussed in the next section), the false-alarm cluster is de�ned as follows:

Definition 3 (False-Alarm Cluster). Let A be set of all alarms in program P and  be

the abstract dependence relation. A false-alarm cluster CF−→φ
⊆ A with its dominant alarms

−→φ is

{φ ′ ∈ A | −→φ  φ ′}.

�e soundness of alarm cluster is directly implied by the soundness of abstract alarm dependence.

Theorem 1. Every alarm in CF−→φ
is false whenever all alarms in

−→φ are false.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2. �

Now we de�ne the true-alarm cluster as follows:

Definition 4 (True-Alarm Cluster). Let A be set of all alarms in program P and be the

abstract dependence relation. A true-alarm cluster CTφ ⊆ A with its dominant alarm φ is {φ ′ ∈ A |
φ ′  φ}

Note that true-alarm clusters are only derived from a single alarm dependence such as φ ′  φ.

Multiple dependencies, such as
−→φ0  φ, are not useful to construct true alarm clusters because the

dependencies just mean that one of the alarms in
−→φ0 is true then the dominant alarm is true. �is

judgement does not tell us exactly which alarms among set
−→φ0 are true. For example, if the alarm at

line 9 is true in Example 1.3, our framework just guarantees that one of the alarms at line 3 or 4 is

true. For this reason, we only consider single alarm dependencies.

Given a dominant alarm φ, the soundness of a true-alarm cluster are de�ned as follows:

Theorem 2. Every alarm in CTφ is true whenever alarm φ is true.

Proof. Immediate from Corollary 1. �

From this point, we only focus on false-alarm clusters for two reasons. First, both type of clusters

can be found from the same dependence relation, so whether to make true or false alarm is simply

the ma�er of interpretation. Second, true-alarm clusters can exploit fewer dependencies than

false-alarm cluster, thus they cluster less alarms. In the rest of the paper, a cluster C−→φ means a

false-alarm cluster CF−→φ
.

3.5 Final Alarm Report
Suppose that we are given a set A of alarms reported by a static analyzer. We can partition A into

two disjoint sets, groupable (G) and ungroupable (U ) alarms:

A = G ] U .

We say an alarm φ ′ is groupable if φ ′ can be clustered by some dominant alarms (
−→φ ):

G = {φ ′ ∈ A | ∃−→φ ⊆ A. φ ′ ∈ C−→φ }
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and the ungroupable alarms are those that cannot be clustered by our method no ma�er how the

dominant alarms are chosen:

U = {φ ′ ∈ A | ∀−→φ ⊆ A. φ ′ < C−→φ }.

Ungroupable alarms exist because i) the power of the underlying abstract domain of the clustering

analysis is not su�cient to detect alarm dependences for them, or ii) abstract slice operator is

imprecise. For example, suppose that analysis developer speci�es abstract slice operator does not

slice out any abstract states. Although such operator is sound, every alarm would be ungroupable

with the operator.

Given a set of alarms
−→φ that dominates all groupable alarms (i.e., C−→φ = G), the �nal alarm reports

that users have to examine is as follows:

−→φ ∪ U (1)

Instead of inspecting all of the groupable alarms G, our technique allows the users to inspect only

the dominant alarms, plus potentially unclustered ones (U ).

Example 3.4 (Final alarm report). Suppose we cluster alarms in the following example using the

interval domain.

// a.size = [10, 10] and i = [0, +oo]

φ1 : a[i] = ...;

φ2 : ... = a[i];

// b.size = [10, 10] and j = [0, +oo]

φ3 : b[j] = ...;

φ4 : ... = b[j];

// c.size = [10, +oo] and k = [0, +oo]

φ5 : c[k] = ...;

Alarms φ1,φ2,φ3, and φ4 are groupable because

Cφ1
= {φ1,φ2} Cφ3

= {φ3,φ4}.

On the other hand, the remaining alarm φ5 is ungroupable since the alarm is not dominated even

by itself. Because both the value of c.size and k involve +∞, the alarm cannot be soundly refuted

using the interval domain. If we use richer domains such as the octagon that can express linear

inequalities, φ5 can be refuted as k < c.size, so is groupable.

In this example, it is su�cient for users to inspect φ5, which is ungroupable, and φ1,φ3, which

dominates all groupable ones (i.e., Cφ1,φ3
= {φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4} = G). �e example suggests that

although there are multiple clusters, each of which owns its dominant alarms, user only has to

inspect dominant alarms of the largest cluster that comprises all groupable alarms. �

4 ALARM-CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
In this section, we show how to �nd the set of dominant alarms (

−→φ ). �e alarm-clustering framework

ensures that, given a set of dominant alarms
−→φ , the refutation method produces sound alarm clusters

(�eorem 1 and 2). However, how to �nd a good set of dominant alarms is absent in the framework.

We present two algorithms, which have di�erent trade-o�s between the cost and the number of

�nal alarm reports. �e �rst algorithm, presented in Section 4.1, guarantees to �nd a set of minimal

dominant alarms: the set dominates all groupable alarms and does not contain unnecessaries.

However, the algorithm’s running time is proportional to the number of alarms to cluster. On
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the other hand, the algorithm in Section 4.2 quickly �nds a dominant alarm set regardless of the

number of alarms. Instead, the set found is not guaranteed to be minimal.

4.1 Algorithm 1: Finding Minimal Dominant Alarms
�e �rst algorithm �nds minimal dominant alarms so that minimize the number of �nal alarms (1)

for users to inspect. �e set of minimal dominant alarms is de�ned as follows:

Definition 5 (Minimal Dominant Alarms). Given a set of alarms A and groupable alarms

G ⊆ A, we say
−→φ is a minimal set of dominant alarms if

(1)
−→φ clusters all groupable alarms, i.e., C−→φ = G, and

(2)
−→φ is a minimal such set, i.e., ∀

−→φ ′ ⊆ A. C−→φ ′ = G ∧
−→φ ⊆ −→φ ′ =⇒ −→φ = −→φ ′

A�er �nding such a set of minimal dominant alarms
−→φ , the �nal alarm reports for users to inspect

is
−→φ ∪U .

Basic Algorithm. We utilize existing algorithms that are initially developed for �nding minimal

abstractions [23]. �ey proposed algorithm ScanCoarsen to �nd a program abstraction that are

minimal yet su�cient to prove target queries. We adapt their idea to the problem of �nding a

minimal set of dominant alarms. Below, we explain our adaptation of the algorithms.

Let F : ℘(A) → {0, 1} be the clustering analysis de�ned as follows:

F(−→φ ) = (C−→φ = G)

which gives 1 if the false alarm cluster (De�nition 3) with the dominant alarms
−→φ is equivalent to

the set of groupable alarms, and 0 otherwise. �e following lemma and corollary show that F is

monotone, which is a requirement of the algorithms in [23]:

Lemma 3.
−→φ ⊆ −→φ ′ =⇒ C−→φ ⊆ C−→φ ′

Proof. Available in Appendix. �

Corollary 2.
−→φ ⊆ −→φ ′ =⇒ F(−→φ ) ≤ F(−→φ ′).

Our goal is to �nd a minimal
−→φ such that F(−→φ ) = 1. We �rst need to partition A into groupable

and ungroupable alarms. �e following corollary provides an algorithm to �nd out ungroupable

alarms:

Corollary 3. U = {φ ∈ A | φ < CA }

�e Corollary 3 means that alarm φ is ungroupable if we cannot cluster it using the entire set of

alarms (A) as dominant alarms. �us, we can �ndU by computing CA . �e groupable alarms are

computed simply by G = A \U . �is method is given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 2 presents ScanCluster that �nds a minimal set of dominant alarms. �e invariant

of the algorithm is that L contains alarms that are necessary to cluster all the groupable alarms and

U is an over-approximation of the minimal set to �nd. �e algorithm starts with ScanCluster(∅,

A). We repeatedly remove an alarm φ fromU \L if φ is unnecessary to cluster all groupable alarms

(line 5). If the current dominant alarms no longer cluster all the groupable alarms, we put φ ′ back

to the dominant alarm set (line 7). �e algorithm requires |A| calls to F and the following theorem

shows the correctness of the algorithm.

Theorem 3. �e algorithm ScanCluster(∅,A) returns a minimal set of dominant alarms.

Proof. Similar to the proof of �eorem 1 in [23]. �
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm for �nding groupable and ungroupable alarms.

1: procedure Categorize(
ˆ

[[P]], A)

2: 〈U ,G〉 := 〈∅, ∅〉 . ungroupable and groupable alarms

3: for all c ∈ A do
4: if γS ( ˜

[[P]]A (c )) ∩ Ω(c ) , ∅ then
5: U := U ∪ {c}
6: end if
7: end for
8: G := A −U

9: return 〈U ,G〉
10: end procedure

Algorithm 2 Clustering via Scanning

1: procedure ScanCluster(L, U )

2: if L = U then returnU
3: end if
4: choose φ ∈ U \ L
5: if F(U \ {φ}) = 1 then . try removing φ
6: return ScanCluster(L,U − {φ}) . φ is not necessary

7: else
8: return ScanCluster(L ∪ {φ},U ) . φ is necessary

9: end if
10: end procedure

Example 4.1 (Minimal Algorithm). Consider the following code, which is a simpli�ed version of

the example in Section 2, and suppose an interval domain-based analyzer reports a set of alarms

A = {φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4} because of the unknown input before the loop.

// a.size=7

sum = 0;

i = read(); // i = [−∞,+∞]

while (...) {

φ1 : sum += a[i-1];

φ2 : sum += a[i+2];

φ3 : sum += a[i-2];

φ4 : sum += a[i+1];

}

�e minimal algorithm begins with refuting all alarms. We �nd CA = A because it suppresses

all alarms for the following reasoning. First, we slice out the erroneous states for each alarm. �e

values of i at each alarm point are as follows:

ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

(φ1) (i) = [1, 7]

ˆ
[[P]]¬φ2

(φ2) (i) = [−2, 4]

ˆ
[[P]]¬φ3

(φ3) (i) = [2, 8]

ˆ
[[P]]¬φ4

(φ4) (i) = [−1, 5]
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Next, we propagate the re�ned states through the program and identify the following invariant:

∀φ ∈ A. ˜
[[P]]A (φ) (i) = [2, 4]

Finally, all the alarms disappear with
˜

[[P]]A that implies CA = A.

Now the algorithm removes dominant alarms one by one to remove redundant ones. �e

following table represents each iteration of procedure ScanCluster in Algo. 2.

iter L U φ F(U \ {φ})
1 ∅ {φ1,φ2,φ3,φ4} φ1 1

2 ∅ {φ2,φ3,φ4} φ2 0

3 {φ2} {φ2,φ3,φ4} φ3 0

4 {φ2,φ3} {φ2,φ3,φ4} φ4 1

5 {φ2,φ3} {φ2,φ3} - -

�e algorithm ends with L = U = {φ2,φ3}. �us, we conclude φ2 and φ3 dominate all alarms (i.e.,

C{φ2,φ3 } = A). �

�ere is also another methodActiveCoarsen that applies randomization into ScanCoarsen [23],

but the algorithm is not e�ective in our case. �e key idea behind the algorithm is to remove

random multiple alarms each iteration, as opposed to ScanCoarsen that removes a single alarm at

a time. �us, we may need less iterations. However, it is e�ective only if a small subset of alarms

ma�ers for clustering all groupable alarms. In other words, minimal dominant alarms should be

sparse. In ActiveCoarsen, the expected number of calls to F is O (s log |A|) where s is the size of

the largest minimal set of dominant alarms. If minimal dominant alarms are dense, the number of

calls becomes close to O ( |A| log |A|), which is greater than |A| calls to F in ScanCluster. For

this reason, our clustering algorithm is only based on ScanCoarsen.

Further Optimization. We further improve ScanCluster by considering only refutable alarms

candidates of dominant alarms. Let R be the set of refutable alarms (Let T̂ ∈ Φ→ ˆS be the analysis

result):

R = {φ ∈ A | T̂ (φ) 	̂ Ω̂(φ) < T̂ (φ)}

We say an alarm φ is refutable if some erroneous states at φ can be sliced out in the underlying

abstract domain. It means that only refutable alarms have possibilities to dominate other alarms.

�erefore, we exclude non-refutable alarms from the initial set of alarms (A) in running ScanClus-

ter. �at is, we run ScanCluster(∅, R) instead of ScanCluster(∅, A). Note that refutable alarms

are independent from the dichotomy between groupable and ungroupable alarms; both groupable

and ungroupable alarms may contain refutable alarms. For instance, alarm φ1 in Example 3.2 is

ungroupable and refutable. �e following lemma shows that we can safely exclude alarms not

refutable in searching for minimal dominant alarms.

Lemma 4. If an alarm φ is not refutable (i.e., T̂ (φ) 	̂ Ω̂(φ) = T̂ (φ)), φ is not included in any set of

minimal dominant alarms.

Proof. Suppose a dominant alarm set
−→φ clusters all groupable alarms, i.e., C−→φ = G, and φ ∈ −→φ .

Let
−→φ ′ = −→φ \ {φ}. �en,

ˆ
[[P]]

¬
−→φ =

ˆ
[[P]]

¬
−→φ ′ (∵ T̂ (φ) 	̂ Ω̂(φ) = T̂ (φ)). �erefore,

˜
[[P]]−→φ =

˜
[[P]]−→φ ′ and

C−→φ = C−→φ ′ , which means
−→φ ′ is not minimal. To conclude, φ is not included in any set of minimal

dominant alarms. �

In our experiment, we have observed a signi�cant performance boost by considering refutable

alarms only. In 14 benchmark programs, 32% of total alarms were not refutable. �us, ScanCluster

algorithm becomes approximately 1.5x (1/0.68) faster than non-optimized.
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Algorithm 3 Clustering algorithm

1: w ∈ Work = Φ W ∈ Worklist = 2
Work

2: pred ∈ Predecessors = Φ→ 2
Φ

3: succ ∈ Successors = Φ→ 2
Φ

4:
ˆf ∈ Φ→ ˆS→ ˆS . abstract transfer function for each program point

5: T ∈ Table = Φ→ ˆS . abstract state indexed by program point

6:
−→φ ∈ DomCand = 2

Φ . dominant alarm candidate. set of alarms.

7: R ∈ Re�nedBy = Φ→ DomCand . {φ 7→ −→φ } ∈ R : T(φ) is re�ned by
−→φ

8: Ω̂ ∈ ErrorInfo = Φ→ ˆS . abstract erroneous state information

9: C ∈ Clusters = DomCand → 2
Φ . alarm clusters indexed by dominant alarms

10: procedure FixpointIterate(W ,T ,R)

11: repeat
12: φ := choose(W ) . pick a work from worklist

13: ŝ := T (φ) . previous abstract state

14: ŝ ′ := ˆf (φ) (
⊔
φi ∈pred(φ ) T (φi )) . new abstract state

15: ŝnew := ŝ ′ u ŝ
16:

17:
−→φ := R (φ) . previous set of dominant alarm candidates

18:
−→φ ′ :=

⋃
φi ∈pred(φ ) R (φi ) . new set of dominant alarm candidates

19: if ŝ = ŝ ′ then −→φ new =
−→φ ′

20: else if ŝ v ŝ ′ then −→φ new =
−→φ

21: else −→φ new := −→φ ∪ −→φ ′

22: if ŝnew < ŝ then . propagate the change to successors

23: W :=W ∪ succ(φ); T (φ) := ŝnew ; R (φ) := −→φ new

24: until W = ∅
25: procedure ClusterAlarms(T ,R)

26: for all φ ∈ Φ do
27: if T (φ) u Ω̂(φ) = ⊥ then
28: C := C{R (φ) 7→ C (R (φ)) ∪ {φ}}

29: procedure main()

30: T := ˆ
[[P]]¬Φ . ˆ

[[P]] is the original �xpoint

31: R := {φ 7→ {φ} | φ ∈ Φ}
32: FixpointIterate(Φ,T,R)

33: ClusterAlarms(T,R)

4.2 Algorithm 2: Non-Minimal but E�icient
In this section, we present a more appropriate clustering algorithm in case we have limited time

budgets. �is algorithm is more e�cient than the other one as it �nds a subset of all abstract alarm

dependences by a single �xpoint computation. By contrast, the algorithm in Section 4.1 requires

to run the analysis multiple times. �e idea is to re�ne the analysis result as much as possible by

refuting all alarms and track which dominant alarm candidate possibly kills which alarm. �en, we

cluster the alarms which must be killed by the same dominant alarm candidate.
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Algorithm 3 describes our method that clusters alarms based on a (not all) subset of possible

dependencies.

We �rst describe the se�ing which the algorithm is based on. We assume that a program is

represented by a control-�ow graph. Φ is the set of nodes (or program points) and every node

has several predecessors and successors speci�ed by function pred and succ (line 2). �e analyzer

computes a �xpoint table
ˆ

[[P]] ∈ Φ→ ˆS that maps each node in the program to its output abstract

memory state. �e map is de�ned by the least �xpoint of the following function:

F̂ : (Φ→ ˆS) → (Φ→ ˆS)

F̂ ( ˆ
[[P]]) = λφ. ˆf (φ) (

⊔
p∈predof (φ )

ˆ
[[P]](p))

where
ˆf (φ) is an abstract transfer function at node φ. For brevity, we also assume that an alarm

can be raised at every program point; i.e. for all φ ∈ Φ, Ω̂(φ) , ⊥ where Ω̂ is abstract erroneous

information such that (Ω̂ v αS ◦ Ω) (line 8).

Our algorithm works in the following way:

• We start by assuming that each alarm is a dominant alarm of a cluster including only itself.

�is can be expressed by slicing out the erroneous states at every alarm point but not

propagating re�nement yet.

• From an alarm point, say φ1, we start building its cluster. We propagate its sliced, non-

erroneous abstract state to another alarm point say φ2 and see if the propagation further

re�nes the non-erroneous abstract state at φ2.

• If the propagated state is smaller than that at φ2, it means refuting φ1 will refute alarm φ2,

hence dependence φ1  φ2 and thus we add φ2 to the φ1-dominating cluster.

• If the propagated state is larger than that at φ2, then dependence φ1  φ2 is not certain

hence, instead of addingφ2 to theφ1-dominating cluster, we start building theφ2-dominating

cluster.

• If the propagated state is incomparable to that at φ2, then we pick both alarms as dominant

ones and start building the φ1-and-φ2-dominating cluster by propagating the slicing e�ect

of simultaneously refuting (i.e., taking the meet of refuting) both alarms.

From line 1 to 9, we give de�nitions used in the algorithm. Everything other than function R at

line 7 is trivially explained by the comment on the same line. Function R keeps the information of

dominant alarm candidate. As speci�ed in the comment, if R (φ) = −→φ for some program point φ
and set

−→φ of dominant alarms, it means that the abstract state at φ is re�ned by some dominant

alarm candidate
−→φ , thus alarm φ can be a member of the

−→φ -dominating cluster. Line 31 shows that

function R initially maps each program point φ to a set that only contains itself, which means that

initially, alarm φ is the only member of the φ-dominating cluster.

Without considering gray-boxed parts, procedure FixpointIterate in the algorithm is a tra-

ditional �xpoint iteration to compute a pre-�xpoint of a decreasing chain. We pick a work from

worklist (line 12), compute a new abstract state (line 14 and 15), and propagate the change to

successors if the newly computed state is strictly less than the previous one (line 22). We repeat

this until no work remains. We start the �xpoint computation from the one obtained by refuting

all alarms (line 30).

Alongside the usual �xpoint computation, we iteratively compute the information R of dominant

alarm candidates. At line 17, we store the previous information of R at φ in
−→φ . At line 18, we update

that information as follows:

−→φ ′ =
⋃

φi ∈pred(φ )

R (φi ).
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�at is, if φi is a predecessor of φ on the control-�ow graph and φi is dominated by R (φi ), then

φ is also dominated by R (φi ). Gray-boxed parts from line 19 to line 21 show how the algorithm

tracks which dominant alarm candidates yield the re�ned abstract state ŝnew computed from the

new abstract state ŝ ′ and the previous one ŝ at line 15. If ŝ ′ is smaller than ŝ (line 19), ŝnew is the

same as ŝ ′ and thus
−→φ ′ is its dominant alarm candidates. �e algorithm similarly handles the case

when ŝ is smaller than or equals to ŝ ′ (line 20). If ŝ and ŝ ′ are incomparable (line 21), the meet of the

two corresponds to the abstract state re�ned by refuting their dominant alarm candidates at the

same time. �erefore, the resulting dominant alarm candidates
−→φ new takes the union of

−→φ and
−→φ ′.

As the last step of the clustering algorithm, procedure ClusterAlarms validates the dominant

alarm candidates in R based on the re�ned �xpoint T and clusters alarms. For each alarm at φ, we

validate that the dominant alarm candidates R (φ) really dominates alarm φ by checking that the

re�ned abstract state T (φ) kills the alarm (line 27). If the alarm is killed, we put alarm φ to the

R (φ)-dominating cluster (line 28 and 29).

�e following theorem guarantees the correctness of the algorithm.

Theorem 4. Algorithm 3 computes sound alarm dependences.

Proof. We show that∀φ ∈ Φ.T (φ) = ˜
[[P]]R (φ ) (φ) at line 27. �en abstract dependenceR (φ)  φ

added at line 28 is sound as it is found only if
˜

[[P]]R (φ ) (φ) u Ω̂(φ) = ⊥. �e details are available in

Appendix. �

Example 4.2 (Heuristic Algorithm). Consider the same code in Example 4.1. �e following table

represents each iteration of procedure FixpointIterate in Algo. 3. We begin with analyzing φ1.

iter φ ŝ (i) ŝ ′(i) ŝnew (i)
−→φ −→φ ′ −→φ new

1 φ1 [1, 7] [1, 7] [1, 7] φ1 φ1 φ1

2 φ2 [−2, 4] [1, 7] [1, 4] φ2 φ1 φ1,φ2

3 φ3 [2, 8] [1, 4] [2, 4] φ3 φ1,φ2 φ1,φ2,φ3

4 φ4 [−1, 5] [2, 4] [2, 4] φ4 φ1,φ2,φ3 φ1,φ2,φ3

5 φ1 [1, 7] [2, 4] [2, 4] φ1 φ1,φ2,φ3 φ1,φ2,φ3

6 φ2 [1, 4] [2, 4] [2, 4] φ1,φ2 φ1,φ2,φ3 φ1,φ2,φ3

7 φ3 [2, 4] [2, 4] [2, 4] φ1,φ2,φ3 φ1,φ2,φ3 φ1,φ2,φ3

Finally, this algorithm reports {φ1,φ2,φ3} as dominant alarms, i.e., C{φ1,φ2,φ3 } = A. Note that the

heuristic algorithm computes more dominant alarms than the minimal algorithm in Example 4.1.

But the heuristic algorithm each alarm node is visited twice during analysis whereas each alarm

node is visited four times in the minimal algorithm. �

5 INSTANCES
In this section, we show how to use our framework to design alarm clustering methods. We provide

three instances based on the interval, octagon, and symbolic domains. All of the methods are

implemented on top a realistic bu�er-over�ow analyzer for C programs [32]. �e key component

we have to de�ne to use our framework is the abstract slice operator described in Section 3.

We begin with a simple yet general de�nition of sound abstract slice operators. Assume that
ˆS

is the underlying abstract domain used in our clustering method, which has a Galois connection

℘(S) −→
←−
αS

γS
ˆS with concrete domain S. An element y in the domain

ˆS is called precisely comple-

mentable [10] if there is a precise complement y, a complement of y (i.e., y uy = ⊥ˆS and y ty = >ˆS)

satisfying

γS (y) = ℘(S) \ γS (y).
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Using the notion of precise complements, we de�ne the following simple but general abstract slice

operator in
ˆS.

Definition 6 (Abstract slice operator). Let
ˆS be an abstract domain de�ned by the Galois

connection ℘(S) −→
←−
αS

γS
ˆS. For x ,y ∈ ˆS, x 	ˆS y is de�ned as follows:

x 	ˆS y =

{
x u y if y is precisely complementable

x otherwise

where y is a precise complement of y.

In a powerset domain, every element is precisely complementable. �us the operator is the same

as the set di�erence operator. Because we simply give up slicing ify is not precisely complementable,

the operator is a simple abstraction of the set di�erence.

�e following theorem guarantees that the abstract operator in De�nition 6 is sound.

Theorem 5. For an abstract domain
ˆS with the Galois connection ℘(S) −→

←−
αS

γS
ˆS, the following

holds for all x ,y ∈ ˆS:

αS (γS (x ) 	 γS (y)) v x 	ˆS y

Proof.

x 	ˆS y = x u y
w αS ◦ γS (x ) u αS ◦ γS (y) (αS ◦ γS v id )
w αS (γS (x ) u γS (y)) (αS is monotone and by def. of glb)

= αS (γS (x ) u γS (y)) (y is precisely complementable)
= αS (γS (x ) 	 γS (y)) (By def. of the set minus operator)

�

5.1 Se�ing: Baseline Analyzer
Now we describe a baseline analyzer Sparrow [32] on which our clustering methods are imple-

mented. �e analyzer is a realistic bu�er-over�ow detector performing sound and inter-procedural

analysis. Sparrow basically performs a �ow-sensitive and context-insensitive analysis with the

interval abstract domain. Sparrow performs a sparse analysis [29, 30] that scales to analyze up to

one million lines of C programs.

To simplify the presentation, we consider a simple language and a program property. Each

variable has an integer value in the simple language. �e target program property we consider is

about size relationships between variables.

Program Representation. We assume that a program is represented by a control-�ow graph.

Each command in a node (or program point) φ ∈ Φ in the graph has one of the following command,

denoted cmd(φ):

command c → x := e | {{x ≤ n}} | x := unknown()
expression e → n | x | e + e

An (side-e�ect-free) expression is either constant integer (n), binary operation (e + e), or variable

(x). �e command x := e assigns the value of e into x. �e command {{x ≤ n}} makes the program

continue only when the condition evaluates to true. �e command x := unknown() assigns an

arbitrary integer into x. Edges are assembled by function predof ∈ Φ → 2
Φ

, which maps each

node to its predecessors.
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Collecting Semantics. Collecting semantics of a program P is an invariant [[P]]/δ : Φ→ ℘(S)
where δ is the �nal program point partitioning function described in Section 3. It represents a set

of reachable states at each program point, where the concrete domain of states S is the set of �nite

maps from variables (Var) to integers (Z).

Abstract Semantics. In our analysis, the set of (possibly in�nite) concrete memory states for

each program point are abstracted by an abstract memory state (
ˆSI = Var

�n

→ I), a �nite map from

variables (Var) to interval values (I) that abstract a set of integers:

I = {⊥} ∪ {[l ,u] | l ∈ Z ∪ {−∞} ∧ u ∈ Z ∪ {+∞} ∧ l ≤ u}.

�e pair of functions (αI,γI) forms a Galois connection: ℘(S) −→←−αI

γI
ˆSI.

For each node, we de�ne a transfer function
ˆfI : Φ→ ˆSI → ˆSI that, given an input memory state,

computes the e�ect of the assignment in the node on the input state:

ˆfI φ m̂ =




m̂[x 7→ ˆV (e ) (m̂)] (cmd(φ) = x := e)
m̂[x 7→ m̂(x ) u [−∞,n]] (cmd(φ) = {{x ≤ n}})
m̂[x 7→ [−∞,∞]] (cmd(φ) = x := unknown())

�e e�ect of node {{x ≤ n}} is to con�ne the interval value of x according to the condition. �e e�ect

of node x := e is to assign the abstract value of e into variable x . �e e�ect of node x := unknown()
is to assign the top interval value into variable x . Given expression e and abstract memory state m̂,

auxiliary function
ˆV computes abstract values:

ˆV (e) :
ˆSI → ˆ

Val

ˆV (n) (m̂) = [n,n]

ˆV (e1 + e2) (m̂) = ˆV (e1) (m̂)+̂ ˆV (e2) (m̂)
ˆV (x) (m̂) = m̂(x )

We skip the conventional de�nition of the abstract binary (+̂) and join (t) operations in interval

domain.

�e analyzer computes a �xpoint table
ˆ

[[P]]

I
∈ Φ→ ˆSI that maps each node in the program to its

output abstract memory state. �e abstract memory state at each program point approximates all

the concrete memory states occurring at the node in the concrete executions. �e map is de�ned

by the least �xpoint of the following function:

FI : (Φ→ ˆSI) → (Φ→ ˆSI)

FI ( ˆ
[[P]]) = λφ. ˆfI φ (

⊔
p∈predof (φ )

ˆ
[[P]](p))

�e �xpoint table
ˆ

[[P]]

I
is a sound approximation of the collecting semantics of the program, i.e.,

∀φ ∈ Φ.γI ( ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ)) w [[P]]/δ (φ)

Alarms. We de�ne erroneous states and alarms of the static analysis. We assume queries, triples

in Q ⊆ Φ × Var × Var , are given as input to our static analysis. A query 〈φ,x ,y〉 represents an

assertion that x should be less than y at program point φ. Given a query, the set of erroneous states

is characterized by the following function:

Ω : Q → ℘(S)

Ω(φ,x ,y) = {s ∈ S | s (x ) ≥ s (y)}
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For given query 〈φ,x ,y〉, our analyzer raises an alarm 〈φ,x ,y〉 if γI ( ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ)) ∩ Ω(φ,x ,y) , ∅

meaning the query 〈φ,x ,y〉 cannot be proved.

5.2 Clustering using Interval Domain
We describe abstract slice operator of the interval domain. Suppose we have an alarm 〈φ,x ,y〉.
Recall that the refutation of the alarm is de�ned as follows:

ˆ
[[P]]

I

¬φ =
ˆ

[[P]]

I
[φ 7→ ˆ

[[P]]

I
(φ) 	̂ ˆSI

Ω̂(φ,x ,y)]

where Ω̂(φ,x ,y) is an underapproximation of the erroneous states such that Ω̂(φ,x ,y) v αSI (Ω(φ,x ,y)).
�e reason for using an underapproximation is that the interval analysis o�en fails to capture

relational properties of variables. �e underapproximation of the erroneous states Ω̂(φ,x ,y) is

de�ned as follows:

Ω̂(φ,x ,y) =

{
⊥

ˆSI
[x 7→ [ymax ,+∞],y 7→ [−∞,ymin − 1]] (ymax ≥ xmin ,ymin , −∞,ymax , +∞)

⊥
ˆSI

(otherwise)

where [xmin ,xmax ] = ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ) (x ) and [ymin ,ymax ] = ˆ

[[P]]

I
(φ) (y). And the following is a precise

complement of Ω̂(φ,x ,y).

Ω̂(φ,x ,y) =

{
>

ˆSI
[x 7→ [−∞,ymax − 1],y 7→ [ymin ,+∞]] (ymax ≥ xmin ,ymin , −∞,ymax , +∞)

>
ˆSI

(otherwise)

Example 5.1. Consider the following code. �e code is simply adapted from Example 1.3.

φ1 : sz := 64;

φ2 : f := unknown();

φ3 : t := unknown();

φ4 : sq := (f + t) / 2;

Suppose the following set of queries Q is given.

Q = {〈φ2, f, sz〉, 〈φ3, t, sz〉, 〈φ4, sq, sz〉}

�e variable sz refers to the size of cboard and ephash in Example 1.3. We will show the steps of

deriving {φ2,φ3}  φ4.

�e analysis result at φ4 is as follows:

ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ4) = {sz 7→ [64, 64], f, t, sq 7→ [−∞,∞]}

�e following are the underapproximation of the erroneous states.

Ω̂(φ2, f, sz) = ⊥ˆSI
[f 7→ [64,+∞], sz 7→ [−∞, 63]]

Ω̂(φ3, t, sz) = ⊥ˆSI
[t 7→ [64,+∞], sz 7→ [−∞, 63]]

And the following are the precise complements.

Ω̂(φ2, f, sz) = >ˆSI
[f 7→ [−∞, 63], sz 7→ [64,∞]]

Ω̂(φ3, t, sz) = >ˆSI
[t 7→ [−∞, 63], sz 7→ [64,∞]]
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�e sliced abstract semantics is:

ˆ
[[P]]

I

¬φ2

(φ2) = ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ2) 	̂ ˆSI

Ω̂(φ2, f, sz) = ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ2) u Ω̂(φ2, f, sz)

= {sz 7→ [64, 64], f 7→ [−∞, 63]}

ˆ
[[P]]

I

¬φ3

(φ3) = ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ3) 	̂ ˆSI

Ω̂(φ3, t, sz) = ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ3) u Ω̂(φ2, t, sz)

= {sz 7→ [64, 64], f 7→ [−∞,∞], t 7→ [−∞, 63]}

By propagating the re�nement, we obtain

˜
[[P]]

I

{φ2,φ3 }
(φ4) = {sz 7→ [64, 64], f, t, sq 7→ [−∞, 63]}.

Finally, we derive {φ2,φ3}  φ4 because γI ( ˜
[[P]]

I

{φ2,φ3 }
(φ4)) ∩ Ω(φ4, sq, sz) = ∅. �

�e soundness of the abstract slice operator is guaranteed by the following theorem:

Theorem 6. ∀φ ∈ Φ. γI ( ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ)) 	 Ω(φ,x ,y) v γI ( ˆ

[[P]]

I
(φ) 	ˆSI

Ω̂(φ,x ,y))

Proof. We show Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) is an under-approximation of the erroneous states. By �eorem 5

and Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) is precisely complementable, we prove the theorem. �e details are available in

Appendix. �

5.3 Clustering using Octagon Domain
Now we present another alarm clustering technique using the octagon abstract domain [28]

that captures relational properties between variables. Our octagon-based clustering �nd abstract

dependencies beyond the capability of the interval-based clustering. Octagon domain
ˆSO represents

a set of octagonal constraints of the form ±x ± y ≤ k where x ,y ∈ Var and k ∈ Z ∪ {+∞}. For

an octagon o ∈ ˆSO, oxy = k denotes an octagonal constraint y − x ≤ k .
1

�e abstraction is

characterized by the following abstraction function αO:

αO : ℘(S) → ˆSO

αO (S ) = ⊥ˆSO
if S = ∅(

αO (S )
)
xy
= max{s (y) − s (x ) | s ∈ S } o.w

�e abstract semantics is a �xpoint table
ˆ

[[P]]

O
∈ Φ→ ˆSO that maps each program point to a single

octagon. �e map is de�ned by the least �xpoint of the following function:

FO : (Φ→ ˆSO) → (Φ→ ˆSO)

FO ( ˆ
[[P]]) = λφ. ˆfO φ (

⊔
p∈predof (φ )

ˆ
[[P]](p))

where
ˆfO functions as the standard octagon transfer function for the abstract assignment or the

abstract test [28] according to an associated command.

For clustering with the octagon domain, we �rst transform the interval �xpoint table
ˆ

[[P]]

I
into

an octagon table
ˆ

[[P]]

O
that satis�es the following:(

ˆ
[[P]]

O
(φ)

)
xy
= sup{s (x ) − s (y) | s ∈ γI ( ˆ

[[P]]

I
(φ))}

�e refutation of an alarm 〈φ,x ,y〉 is similarly de�ned.

ˆ
[[P]]

O

¬φ =
ˆ

[[P]]

O
[φ 7→ ˆ

[[P]]

O
(φ) 	̂ αO (Ω(φ,x ,y))]

1
For brevity, we only consider octagonal constraints of the following form: x − y ≤ k .
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Because the expressiveness power of octagons is good enough to represent the erroneous states,

we do not have to use an underapproximation, as opposed to the interval clustering. �e precise

complement of the erroneous state αO (Ω(φ,x ,y)) is de�ned as follows:

(
αO (Ω(φ,x ,y)))

)
i j
=

{
0 if i = y and j = x
+∞ o.w

�e following is the precise complement of the erroneous state:

(
αO (Ω(φ,x ,y))

)
i j
=

{
−1 if i = x and j = y
+∞ o.w

Example 5.2. Consider the following code, which has been slightly modi�ed from Example 5.1.

φ1 : sz := unknown();

φ2 : f := unknown();

φ3 : t := unknown();

φ4 : sq := f;

Suppose we are given the same set of queries as in Example 5.1.

Q = {〈φ2, f, sz〉, 〈φ3, t, sz〉, 〈φ4, sq, sz〉}

Because the value of sz is unbounded, we cannot �nd any dependencies with the interval domain-

based clustering. But we can �nd φ2  φ4 with the octagon domain.

Initial octagon table
ˆ

[[P]]

O
is >Φ→ˆSO

because all the interval values would be unbounded. �e

erroneous state at φ2 is as follows:

(
αO (Ω(φ2, f, sz))

)
i j
=

{
−1 if i = f and j = sz
+∞ o.w

�e sliced abstract semantics is:

ˆ
[[P]]

O

¬φ2

(φ2) = ˆ
[[P]]

O
(φ2) 	̂ ˆSO

(
αO (Ω(φ2, f, sz))

)
= >ˆSO

u
(
αO (Ω(φ2, f, sz))

)
=

(
αO (Ω(φ2, f, sz))

)
By propagating the re�nement, we obtain

(
˜

[[P]]

O

φ2

(φ4)
)
i j
=




−1 if i = f and j = sz
−1 if i = sq and j = sz
+∞ o.w

Finally, we derive φ2  φ4 because γO ( ˜
[[P]]

O

φ2

(φ4)) ∩ Ω(φ4, sq, sz) = ∅. �

�e soundness of the abstract slice operator is guaranteed by the following theorem.

Theorem 7. ∀φ ∈ Φ. αO (γO ( ˆ
[[P]]

O
(φ)) 	 Ω(φ,x ,y)) v ˆ

[[P]]

O
(φ) 	ˆSO

αO (Ω(φ,x ,y))

Proof. By the fact that αO (Ω(φ,x ,y)) is precisely complementable and �eorem 5, the theorem

holds. �
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5.4 Clustering using Symbolic Execution
In this subsection, we present a symbolic domain–based clustering. With a reasonable cost, we

perform intraprocedural symbolic execution to �nd abstract dependencies beyond the capability of

interval and octagon-based clustering.

We use a conventional symbolic domain [17]. �e set of concrete memory states are abstracted

by a symbolic memory state
ˆSSE = 2

Guard× ˆMem
, where the memory state ˆMem = ˆ

Addr

�n

→ ˆ
Val is a

�nite map from symbolic addresses (
ˆ

Addr) to symbolic values (
ˆ

Val):

ˆ
Addr = Var + Symbol

ˆ
Val = Z + ˆ

Addr + ( ˆ
Val × Bop × ˆ

Val)

Guard = Guard ∧Guard + ( ˆ
Val × Rel × ˆ

Val) + {true, false}

A guard (Guard) represents a path condition under which the current program point is reachable

from the function entry. Rel denotes a set of comparison operators (e.g., <). Guards may be

connected by logical operators (conjunction ∧). Symbols (Symbol) are used to indicate symbolic

values. A symbolic value can be a number (Z), or an address (
ˆ

Addr), or a binary value (
ˆ

Val×Bop× ˆ
Val).

Bop denotes a set of binary operator symbols.

�e partial order between two symbolic memory states S1,S2 are de�ned as follows:

S1 v S2 ⇐⇒ ∀〈д,m〉 ∈ S1. ∃〈д
′,m′〉 ∈ S2. (д ∧

∧
z∈dom (m)

z =m(z)) =⇒ (д′ ∧
∧

z′∈dom (m′)

z ′ =m′(z ′))

�erefore, {〈true, id〉} is >ˆSSE
where id = {l 7→ l | l ∈ ˆ

Addr}.

�e abstract semantics is a �xpoint table
ˆ

[[P]]

SE
∈ Φ → ˆSSE that maps each program point

to a symbolic memory state. �e map is de�ned by the greatest �xpoint of function FSE (i.e.,

ˆ
[[P]]

SE
=

d

i ∈N
FSE

i (>Φ→ˆSSE
)) :

FSE : (Φ→ ˆSSE) → (Φ→ ˆSSE)

FSE ( ˆ
[[P]]) = λφ. ˆfSE φ (

⊔
p∈predof (φ )

ˆ
[[P]](p))

where
ˆfSE is de�ned as follows:

ˆfSE φ S =



{〈д, m̂[x 7→ [[e]](m̂)]〉 | 〈д, m̂〉 ∈ S} (cmd(φ) = x := e)
{〈д ∧ (x ≤ n), m̂〉 | 〈д, m̂〉 ∈ S} (cmd(φ) = {{x ≤ n}})
{〈д, m̂[x 7→ x]〉 | 〈д, m̂〉 ∈ S} (cmd(φ) = x := unknown())

and the evaluation [[e]] of an expression e in a memory m̂ is de�ned as usual : [[n]](m̂) = n,

[[x]](m̂) = m̂(x), and [[e1 + e2]](m̂) = [[e1]](m̂) + [[e2]](m̂). We apply a simple widening operator to

ensure the termination of the analysis; changing a symbolic memory state to >ˆSSE
a�er some k

iterations.

For clustering using symbolic execution, the interval analysis result is embedded in a program

control �ow graph in the form of conditional commands. In other words, we add nodes associated

with assume commands into the control �ow graph referring to the prior interval analysis result.

For example, for a program point φ and a variable x, suppose
ˆ

[[P]]

I
(φ) (x) = [−∞, 3]. �en we

insert a node φ ′ such that cmd(φ ′) = {{x ≤ 3}} between φ and all nodes in predof (φ). We do this

because our symbolic execution and interval analysis have incomparable precision; for example,

the symbolic execution uses a widening operator that changes the unstable abstract states to >

a�er a �nite number of iterations of a loop. In such a case, we aim to improve the precision of the

symbolic execution by using the invariant obtained from the interval analysis.
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�e refutation of an alarm 〈φ,x ,y〉 on the �xpoint symbolic state is de�ned as follows:

ˆ
[[P]]

SE

¬φ =
ˆ

[[P]]

SE
[φ 7→ {〈д ∧ x < y, m̂〉 | 〈д, m̂〉 ∈ ˆ

[[P]]

SE
(φ)}]

A�er the re�nement resulting in
˜

[[P]]

SE

φ , we check the validity of the following condition to

determine if another alarm, namely 〈φ ′,x ′,y ′〉, has been killed by the refutation:

∀〈д, m̂〉 ∈ ˜
[[P]]

SE

φ (φ ′). д ∧ (
∧

z∈dom (m̂)

z = m̂(z)) =⇒ x ′ < y ′

Example 5.3. Consider the following code (slightly modi�ed from Example 5.1).

φ1 : sz := unknown();

φ2 : f := unknown();

φ3 : t := unknown();

φ4 : sq := (f + t) / 2;

Suppose we are given the same set of queries as in Example 5.1.

Q = {〈φ2, f, sz〉, 〈φ3, t, sz〉, 〈φ4, sq, sz〉}

Because the value of sz is unbounded, we cannot �nd any dependencies with the interval domain-

based clustering. In addition, because the command at φ4 is beyond the expressiveness power of

the octagon domain, we cannot �nd any dependencies with the octagon domain. But we can �nd

{φ2,φ3}  φ4 with the symbolic domain.

�e symbolic memory state at φ4 is:

ˆ
[[P]]

SE
(φ4) = {〈true, id[sq 7→ (f + t)/2]〉}

�e refutation results of alarms φ2 and φ3 are as follows:

ˆ
[[P]]

SE

¬φ2

(φ2) = {〈(f < sz), id〉}

ˆ
[[P]]

SE

¬φ3

(φ3) = {〈(t < sz), id〉}

By propagating the re�nement, we obtain

˜
[[P]]

SE

{φ2,φ3 }
(φ4) = {〈(f < sz) ∧ (t < sz), id[sq 7→ (f + t)/2]〉}

Finally, we �nd {φ2,φ3}  φ4 because the following holds:

(f < sz) ∧ (t < sz) ∧ (sq = (f + t)/2) =⇒ sq < sz

�

6 EXPERIMENTS
We apply our clustering methods on 14 packages from three di�erent categories (Bugbench [7],

GNU so�wares, and SourceForge open source projects). Table 1 shows the benchmark programs.

We implemented our alarm clustering technique on Sparrow [32], an industrial-strength static

bu�er overrun detector for C programs. �e baseline analyzer is �ow-sensitive, �eld-sensitive, and

context-insensitive and uses the interval domain. �e core semantics of the analyzer is described

in Section 5.1
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Table 1. The overall e�ectiveness.

# Alarms % Reduc. Time(s)Program B I S+I I +S B I S
nlkain-1.3 124 66 66 47% 0% 0.3 1.8 0.6

polymorph-0.4.0 21 15 14 29% 5% 0.1 0.01 0.01

ncompress-4.2.4 82 70 52 15% 22% 1.7 2.3 0.9

sbm-0.0.4 269 231 189 14% 16% 4.3 115.4 2.8

stripcc-0.2.0 190 132 110 31% 12% 3.1 3.4 0.5

barcode-0.9.6 416 355 287 15% 16% 3.3 7.0 3.5

129.compress 66 49 35 26% 21% 91.6 951.5 0.2

archimedes-0.7.0 119 24 24 80% 0% 16.6 19.5 2.8

man-1.5h1 287 234 191 18% 15% 31.4 59.7 1.5

gzip-1.2.4 390 325 294 17% 8% 15.6 91.0 5.7

combine-0.3.3 836 485 318 42% 20% 21.8 290.9 117.9

gnuchess-5.05 1040 427 329 59% 9% 67.4 2189.8 154.3

bc-1.06 730 482 337 34% 20% 50.6 1511.7 22.1

grep-2.5.1 948 819 811 14% 1% 35.6 216.9 0.1

TOTAL 5518 3714 3057 33% 12% 343.4 5460.9 313.1

B : Baseline analysis, I: Interval domain-based clustering,

S : Symbolic execution-based clustering.

E�ectiveness. To evaluate how much our clustering can reduce the alarm-investigation e�ort,

we measure the number of distinct dominant alarms a�er clustering and compare it to the number

of original alarms reported by the baseline analysis. We apply interval domain-based clustering

and symbolic execution-based clustering. We do not employ octagon-based clustering because

in practice, symbolic execution-based approach �nds alarm dependencies that are detectable by

octagon-based clustering with a cheaper cost. For instance, in our previous work [22], the octagon-

based clustering reduced 8% of alarms, but our new symbolic execution-based clustering reduces

12% with a smaller cost. We use the ScanCluster algorithm for interval domain-based clustering

and the heuristic algorithm for symbolic execution-based clustering because each of symbolic

executions requires signi�cant overhead.

In Table 1, the column labeled “# Alarms” shows the numbers of alarms reported by the baseline

analyzer (B), a�er the clustering using the interval analysis (I), and a�er the clustering using both

the interval analysis and the symbolic execution (S+I), respectively. �e next columns labeled “%
Reduc.” show the reduction ratios by the interval clustering (I) and the further reduction by the

symbolic-execution-based clustering (+S). As shown in Table 1, our method identi�es 45% of the

alarms non-dominating. �is reduction is in the number to be examined by the user.

We investigate the most e�ective and the least e�ective cases of the interval-based clustering.

Our interval domain-based algorithm turned out to be the most e�ective for archimedes-0.7.0 and

gnuchess-5.05 (reduced by 80% and 59%) because of the following reasons. First, the sizes of almost

all bu�ers in the programs are �xed. In this case, we can slice out erroneous state accurately,

which is essential for the re�nement by refutation using interval domain. Second, there were many

di�erent bu�ers of the same size which are accessed using the same index variable. On the other

hand, our interval domain-based clustering is least e�ective for sbm-0.0.4 and grep-2.5.1 (reduced

by 14%). It is because almost all bu�ers in the program are dynamically allocated, thus the sizes of

them were hard to accurately track. Indeed, we found that the interval values of the bu�er sizes

were, in most cases, [0,∞] which means the bu�er can have arbitrary size. In this case, we cannot

slice out the erroneous states at all.
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We also investigate e�ective cases of the symbolic execution-based clustering. Programs

ncompress-4.2.4, 129.compress, combine-0.3.3, and bc-1.06 contain many consecutive bu�er ac-

cesses having relationship of form

∑
i aixi ≤ c where each xi is a variable and c is a constant. �is

type of relationship can be precisely expressed and handled by SMT solvers.

Clustering Overhead. We measure the analysis time to assess the overhead of clustering

analysis. All our experiments are performed on a Linux machine with a 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon

processor and 24 GB of memory. In Table 1, the columns labeled “Time” present times for the

baseline analysis (B) and the additional alarm clustering using interval domain (I) and symbolic

execution (S). For each benchmark, we repeat the experiment 10 times and average the running

time. �e standard deviations do not exceed 7% of the average times.

�e overhead of interval domain-based alarm clustering on average surpasses the baseline

analysis time because the ScanCluster algorithm checks whether each of alarms is dominating.

In spite of the signi�cant overhead, we consider the interval-based clustering still practical because

manual investigation of each alarm o�en takes much more than about 3 seconds, which is the

amortized time for identifying a single alarm non-dominating.

On the other hand, the overhead of symbolic execution-based clustering is smaller than the

baseline analysis time by employing the heuristic algorithm and avoiding inter-procedural analysis.

Comparison Between the Two Clustering Algorithms. Furthermore, we investigate cost

and precision of a minimal clustering and the heuristic algorithms in the interval-based clustering.

As the minimal clustering algorithm, we adopt the ScanCluster algorithm.We expect the la�er

algorithm to be cheaper than the former in programs with more sparse dominating alarms. Table 2

demonstrates the comparison. �e columns labeled “H” show the number of dominant alarms,

the reduction ratios, and clustering time respectively when the heuristic algorithm is applied. �e

columns labeled “M” presents the results when the minimal clustering algorithm is applied. �e

heuristic algorithm �nds 12% less alarms non-dominating, but about 212x faster than the minimal

clustering algorithm.

Table 2. Comparison between the minimal and heuristic algorithms.

# Alarms % Reduc. Time(s)Program LOC B H M H M B H M
nlkain-1.3 831 124 104 66 16% 47% 0.3 0.06 2.4

polymorph-0.4.0 1357 21 16 15 24% 29% 0.1 0.01 0.02

ncompress-4.2.4 2195 82 71 70 14% 15% 1.7 0.2 2.6

sbm-0.0.4 2467 269 261 231 3% 14% 4.3 1.2 131.6

stripcc-0.2.0 2555 190 156 132 18% 31% 3.1 0.4 5.3

barcode-0.9.6 4460 416 361 355 13% 15% 3.3 0.5 16

129.compress 5585 66 58 49 12% 26% 91.6 0.4 1167.2

archimedes-0.7.0 7569 119 52 24 56% 80% 16.6 1.2 48.8

man-1.5h1 7232 287 244 234 15% 18% 31.4 4.8 99.3

gzip-1.2.4 11213 390 356 325 9% 17% 15.6 2.1 110.7

combine-0.3.3 11472 836 576 485 31% 42% 21.8 3.2 586.1

gnuchess-5.05 11629 1040 693 427 33% 59% 67.4 12.3 3842.1

bc-1.06 12830 730 640 482 12% 34% 50.6 8.9 1943.3

grep-2.5.1 31154 948 839 819 11% 14% 35.6 3.5 321.6

TOTAL 112549 5518 4438 3726 20% 32% 343.4 38.77 8277.02

B : Baseline analysis, H: �e heuristic clustering algorithm using interval domain,

M : �e minimal clustering algorithm using interval domain
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7 RELATEDWORK
To the best of our knowledge, Le et al.’s work [21] is the �rst one that proposes non-statistical clus-

tering method. �ey reduce the number of faults (alarms) by detecting correlations (dependencies)

between them. By propagating the e�ects of the error state along the program path, they detect

the correlation of pairs of alarms. �ey automatically construct a correlation graph which shows

how faults are correlated. Based on the graph, we can reduce the number of faults to consider.

However, Le et al.’s method is not sound, while our method is sound. According to their

experiment results, the dependencies they use to construct the correlation graph can be spurious

(false positive), which means that it is not always safe to rule out faults even though they are

correlated to the others.

�ere is a large body of work on error cause localization related to our work. A lot of work on

locating the sources of type errors in higher-order languages with let-polymorphism [3, 6, 11, 15,

33, 34] identify the source of a type error in the form of program points. Our work is not limited

to locate the sources and, moreover, soundly clusters the alarms of the same origins. Error cause

localization techniques in model checkers [2, 12] also can be viewed as clustering algorithms. �ey

analyze the common and di�erent features between erroneous and safe traces and provide succinct

and useful information about the error traces to the user.

Statistical ranking schemes [16, 19, 20] may help to �nd real errors quickly, but ranking schemes

do not reduce alarm-investigation burdens as in our work. Since our technique is orthogonal to

statistical ranking schemes, our technique can be combined with them for a more sophisticated

alarm reporting interface as proposed by Mangal et al [24].

Mangal et al. combine alarm clustering with statistical learning. �ey propose EUGENE that

allows user feedback to guide datalog analysis towards producing the desired output. User feedbacks

are about which analysis results an user dislikes (or likes). With the feedbacks, EUGENE derives

desired reports a�er re-running the analysis. To this aim, datalog rules are selectively applied to

suppress alarms the user dislikes. In this process, other similar alarms of the same origins are

also suppressed because they are dependent on the same intermediate tuples, which can be seen

as alarm clustering. Statistical learning plays a key role in selecting datalog rules to be applied.

Datalog rules and initial tuples are equipped with learned weights, and the analysis derives tuples

maximizing the sum of total weights. �erefore, this work can be considered a good combination

of alarm clustering and statistical learning.

Our work resembles that of Rival’s work [31] in the sense that both work re�nes the abstraction

by exploiting the information about error state. In his work, Rival re�nes the abstraction by slicing

out non-error states and sees if the initial state a�er re�nement still insists that the erroneous

states are reachable. If the initial state becomes bo�om a�er re�nement, the alarm turns out to be

false. On the other hand, in our work, we re�ne the abstraction by slicing out erroneous states at

one point and see if erroneous states at other points become non-reachable, which means that we

found the dependence between alarms. �e similarity also applies to Gogul’s work [1]. Similar to

Rival’s work, they re�nes the abstraction by slicing out non-error states and performing a sequence

of many forward and backward runs.

Our clustering method can be integrated with other re�nement approaches [1, 4, 9, 13, 14, 18, 31].

�eir goal is to remove false alarms by abstraction re�nement, whereas our work seeks to reduce

the number of alarms to investigate. Our work can also reduce the number of targets to do the

re�nement.

Our work is more general than error recovery techniques that are used for reducing false alarms

in many commercial static analysis tools [5, 25, 27]. For each alarm found, these commercial

analyzers recover from those alarms; i.e. whenever an alarm is found, they report the alarm, slice
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the abstract erroneous states, and continues the �xpoint computation. On the contrary to the error

recovery techniques, we can use more expressive domain for clustering purpose than the one used

in the baseline (as shown in Section 5.4), which can be more precise or cost-e�ective. Additionally,

our method can derive true clusters which cannot be done by the above error recovery techniques.

8 CONCLUSION
We have presented a new, sound non-statistical alarm-clustering method. We proposed an abstract

interpretation–based framework of alarm-clustering, which is generally applicable to any semantics-

based static analyses. We formally proved the soundness of the framework, presented practical

algorithms to �nd the set of dominant alarms, provided three instance clustering algorithms (based

on interval, octagon, and symbolic domains), and showed that the combination of the interval and

symbolic clustering method considerably reduces the number of �nal alarm reports of a realistic C

static analyzer.
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APPENDIX
A PROOFS OF THEOREMS

Lemma 1. Given two alarms φ1 and φ2, if φ1  φ2, then φ2 is false whenever φ1 is false.

(Stated in Section 3.4.)

Proof. We will show the re�nement by refutation of alarm φ1 (i.e.,
˜

[[P]]φ1

) still soundly ap-

proximates the collecting semantics of P (i.e., α ([[P]]) v ˜
[[P]]φ1

) if alarm φ1 is false. �en, we can

conclude alarm φ2 if the re�nement removes alarm φ2 because the re�nement is sound with respect

to the collecting semantics. We prove the lemma by induction and the soundness of abstract slice

operator.

We begin with proving that ∀i ∈ N. α (FP
i⊥) v ˆ

[[P]]¬φ1

.

αS ([[P]]/δ (φ1) 	 Ω(φ1)) v ˆ
[[P]](φ1) 	̂ αS (Ω(φ1)) (αS ◦ 	 v 	̂ ◦ αS×S )

αS ([[P]]/δ (φ1)) v ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

(φ1) (Def. of
ˆ

[[P ]]¬φ
1

and [[P]]/δ (φ1) ∩ Ω(φ1) = ∅)

α ([[P]]) v ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

(∀φ ∈ Φ\{φ1}. ˆ
[[P]](φ) = ˆ

[[P]]¬φ1

(φ))

α (
⊔

i ∈N FP
i⊥) v ˆ

[[P]]¬φ1

(α ([[P]]) = α (
⊔

i ∈N FP
i⊥))

By de�nition of lub and that α is monotone,

∀i ∈ N. α (FP
i⊥) v ˆ

[[P]]¬φ1

(2)

To show α ([[P]]) v ˜
[[P]]φ1

= fix# Ĥ where Ĥ = λX̂ . ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

u F̂ (X̂ ), we �rst show

∀i ∈ N. α (FP
i⊥) v Ĥ i (⊥̂) (3)

by induction.

• Basis :

α (FP (⊥)) v ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

(By 2)

α (FP (⊥)) v F̂ (⊥) (α ◦ FP v F̂ ◦ α )

∴ α (FP (⊥)) v ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

u F̂ (⊥̂) = Ĥ (⊥̂)

• Induction step :

IH : α (FP
k⊥) v Ĥk (⊥̂)

α (FP
k+1⊥) = α (FP ◦ FP

k⊥)
v α (FP ◦ γ ◦ α ◦ FP

k⊥) (α ◦ FP is monotone,

and id v γ ◦ α )

v α ◦ FP ◦ γ (Ĥ
k (⊥̂)) (By IH)

v F̂ (Ĥk (⊥̂)) (α ◦ FP v F̂ ◦ α )

α (FP
k+1⊥) v ˆ

[[P]]¬φ1

(By 2)

∴ α (FP k+1⊥) v ˆ
[[P]]¬φ1

u F̂ (Ĥk (⊥̂)) = Ĥk+1 (⊥̂)

Now, we can show α ([[P]]) v fix# Ĥ = ˜
[[P]]φ1

as follows:⊔
i ∈N α (FP

i⊥) v
⊔

i ∈N Ĥ
i (⊥̂) (By 3)

α (
⊔

i ∈N FP
i⊥) v

⊔
i ∈N Ĥ

i (⊥̂) (α is continuous.)

α ([[P]]) v fix# Ĥ = ˜
[[P]]φ1

.
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Finally, we can conclude alarm φ2 is false as follows because the re�nement is sound.

[[P]]/δ (φ2) ⊆ γS ( ˜
[[P]]φ1

(φ2)) (α ([[P]]) v ˜
[[P]]φ1

)

∴ [[P]]/δ (φ2) ∩ Ω(φ2) = ∅ (γS ( ˜
[[P]]φ1

(φ2)) ∩ Ω(φ2) = ∅)

�

Lemma 2. Given set
−→φ of alarms and alarm φ0, if

−→φ  φ0, then alarm φ0 is false whenever all

alarms in
−→φ are false.

(Stated in Section 3.4.)

Proof. �e proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 except that we refute multiple alarms.

We begin with proving that ∀i ∈ N. α (FP
i⊥) v ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ .

∀φ ∈ −→φ . αS ([[P]]/δ (φ) 	 Ω(φ)) v ˆ
[[P]](φ) 	̂ αS (Ω(φ)) (αS ◦ 	 v 	̂ ◦ αS×S )

∀φ ∈ −→φ . αS ([[P]]/δ (φ)) v
ˆ

[[P]]¬φ (φ) (∀φ ∈ −→φ . [[P]]/δ (φ) ∩ Ω(φ) = ∅)

∀φ ∈ −→φ . αS ([[P]]/δ (φ)) v
ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ (φ) ( ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ =

d
φ ∈−→φ

ˆ
[[P]]¬φ )

α ([[P]]) v ˆ
[[P]]

¬
−→φ

α (
⊔

i ∈N FP
i⊥) v ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ (α ([[P]]) = α (

⊔
i ∈N FP

i⊥))

By de�nition of lub and that α is monotone,

∀i ∈ N. α (FP
i⊥) v ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ (4)

�e remaining part is similar to the corresponding part in the proof of Lemma 1; simply substi-

tuting φ1 for
−→φ and φ2 for φ0 completes the proof. �

Lemma 3.
−→φ ⊆ −→φ ′ =⇒ C−→φ ⊆ C−→φ ′

(Stated in Section 4.1.)

Proof.

˜
[[P]]−→φ w

˜
[[P]]−→φ ′ (By Lemma 5)

∀φ ∈ Φ. γS ( ˜
[[P]]−→φ (φ)) ∩ Ω(φ) = ∅ =⇒ γS ( ˜

[[P]]−→φ ′ (φ)) ∩ Ω(φ) = ∅ (γS is monotone.)

�erefore, C−→φ = {φ ∈ A |
−→φ  φ} ⊆ C−→φ ′ = {φ ∈ A |

−→φ ′  φ} �

Lemma 5.
−→φ ⊆ −→φ ′ =⇒ ˜

[[P]]−→φ ′ v
˜

[[P]]−→φ

Proof. Note that
ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ =

d
φi ∈−→φ

ˆ
[[P]]¬φi w

ˆ
[[P]]

¬
−→φ ′ =

d
φi ∈−→φ ′

ˆ
[[P]]¬φi .

Let H = λZ . ˆ
[[P]]

¬
−→φ u F̂ (Z ) and H ′ = λZ . ˆ

[[P]]
¬
−→φ ′u F̂ (Z ). �en, H ′ v H because

ˆ
[[P]]

¬
−→φ v

ˆ
[[P]]

¬
−→φ ′ .

We conclude fix# H ′ v fix# H because

⊔
i ∈NH

′i⊥ v
⊔

i ∈NH
i⊥. �erfore,

˜
[[P]]−→φ ′ v

˜
[[P]]−→φ . �

Theorem 4. Algorithm 3 computes sound alarm dependences.

(Stated in Section 4.2.)

Proof. At line 28, an abstract dependence R (φ)  φ is found if T (φ) u Ω̂(φ) = ⊥. It is correct

because ∀φ ∈ Φ. T (φ) = ˜
[[P]]R (φ ) (φ).
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Now we show ∀φ ∈ Φ. T (φ) = ˜
[[P]]R (φ ) (φ). At line 33 a�er the function FixpointIterate is

called,T = ˜
[[P]]Φ because we refute all alarms and compute the re�nement. In addition, by Lemma 6,

∀φ ∈ Φ. ˜
[[P]]Φ =

˜
[[P]]R (φ ) . �erefore ∀φ ∈ Φ. T (φ) = ˜

[[P]]R (φ ) (φ).
2

Lemma 6. In algorithm 3, a�er the function FixpointIterate is called, ∀φ ∈ Φ. ˜
[[P]]Φ (φ) =

˜
[[P]]R (φ ) (φ).

Proof. We �rst show that the loop invariant in the function FixpointIterate is

∀φ ∈ Φ. ˜
[[P]]R (φ ) (φ) v T (φ). (5)

As the base case, the loop invariant holds as follows at the �rst entrance to the loop:

∀φ ∈ Φ. ˜
[[P]]R (φ ) (φ) = ˜

[[P]]φ (φ) (R (φ) = {φ})

v ˆ
[[P]]¬φ (φ) (By def. of

˜
[[P]]φ )

= T

As the inductive step, assuming the loop invariant (5) currently holds, we show the loop invariant

still holds a�er a single iteration.�e following table shows the values of
−→φ new and ŝnew respectively

at the begin of line 22 for each of cases (lines 19-21).

Case
−→φ new ŝnew

ŝ = ŝ ′
⋃
φi ∈pred(φ ) R (φi )

ˆf (φ) (
⊔
φi ∈pred(φ ) T (φi ))

ŝ v ŝ ′ R (φ) T (φ)

otherwise R (φ) ∪
⋃
φi ∈pred(φ ) R (φi ) T (φ) u ˆf (φ) (

⊔
φi ∈pred(φ ) T (φi ))

Because
−→φ new and ŝnew will be assigned to T (φ) and R (φ) respectively at line 23, our goal is to

show that
˜

[[P]]−→φ new
(φ) v ŝnew in every case.

• Case ŝ = ŝ ′ : Let R′ =
⋃
φi ∈pred(φ ) R (φi ) and Ĥ = λZ . ˆ

[[P]]¬R′ u F̂ (Z ).

˜
[[P]]R′ (φ) = Ĥ ( ˜

[[P]]R′ ) (φ) ( ˜
[[P]]R′ = fix#Ĥ )

v F̂ ( ˜
[[P]]R′ ) (φ) (Ĥ v F̂ )

= ˆf (φ) (
⊔
φi ∈pred(φ )

˜
[[P]]R′ (φi )) (By def. of F̂ )

v ˆf (φ) (
⊔
φi ∈pred(φ )

˜
[[P]]R (φi ) (φi )) (By Lemma 5 and the monotonicity of

ˆf (φ))

By the inductive hypothesis 5, ∀φi ∈ pred(φ). ˜
[[P]]R (φ ) (φ) v T (φ) and that

ˆf (φ) is mono-

tone,

ˆf (φ) (
⊔
φi ∈pred(φ )

˜
[[P]]R (φi ) (φi )) v

ˆf (φ) (
⊔
φi ∈pred(φ ) T (φi ))

�erefore,
˜

[[P]]−→φ new
(φ) v ŝnew .

• Case ŝ v ŝ ′ : immediate from the inductive hypothesis (5).

• Case ŝ b ŝ ′, ŝ 6v ŝ ′ :

Let R′ =
⋃
φi ∈pred(φ ) R (φi ). From the above two previous cases, we have concluded

that
˜

[[P]]R′ (φ) v ŝ ′ and
˜

[[P]]R (φ ) (φ) v ŝ . By Lemma 7,
˜

[[P]]R (φ )∪R′ (φ) v ŝ u ŝ ′. Because

R (φ) ∪ R′ = −→φ new and ŝ u ŝ ′ = ŝnew , we conclude
˜

[[P]]−→φ new
(φ) v ŝnew .

At the exit of the loop,T = ˜
[[P]]Φ by the correctness of the worklist algorithm. On the other hand,

∀φ ∈ Φ. ˜
[[P]]Φ (φ) v ˜

[[P]]R (φ ) (φ) by Lemma 5 (∀φ ∈ Φ. R (φ) ⊆ Φ). And by the loop invariant 5, we

conclude ∀φ ∈ Φ. ˜
[[P]]Φ (φ) = ˜

[[P]]R (φ ) (φ). 2
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Lemma 7. If
˜

[[P]]R (φ) v s and
˜

[[P]]R′ (φ) v s ′, then
˜

[[P]]R∪R′ (φ) v s u s ′.

Proof.

˜
[[P]]R∪R′ (φ) v ˜

[[P]]R (φ) v s (By Lemma 5)
˜

[[P]]R∪R′ (φ) v ˜
[[P]]R′ (φ) v s ′

˜
[[P]]R∪R′ (φ) v s u s ′ (By de�nition of glb.)

2

Theorem 6. ∀φ ∈ Φ.γI ( ˆ
[[P]]

I
(φ)) 	 Ω(φ,x ,y) v γI ( ˆ

[[P]]

I
(φ) 	ˆSI

Ω̂(φ,x ,y))
(Stated in Section 5.2.)

Proof. We �rst show γI (Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) ⊆ Ω(φ,x ,y).

• Case Ω̂(φ,x ,y) = ⊥ˆSI
: trivial.

• Case Ω̂(φ,x ,y) = {x 7→ [ymax ,+∞],y 7→ [−∞,ymin − 1]} :

∀s ∈ γI (Ω̂(φ,x ,y)). s (x ) ≥ s (y) because ymax ≥ ymin − 1.

�erefore, Ω̂(φ,x ,y) is an underapproximation of the erroneous states.

Next, we show Ω̂(φ,x ,y) is precisely complementable. In other words,

γ ˆSI
(Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) = ℘(S) \ γ ˆSI

(Ω̂(φ,x ,y)).

γ ˆSI
(Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) = {x 7→ nx ,y 7→ ny | nx ≥ ymax ,ny < ymin }

γ ˆSI
(Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) = {x 7→ nx ,y 7→ ny , z 7→ nz | z ∈ Var, nz ∈ Z, nx < ymax , ny ≥ ymin}

∴ γ ˆSI
(Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) = ℘(S) \ γ ˆSI

(Ω̂(φ,x ,y))

In addition, because γI (Ω̂(φ,x ,y)) ⊆ Ω(φ,x ,y),

∀φ ∈ Φ. γI ( ˆ
[[P]](φ)) 	 Ω(φ,x ,y) v γI ( ˆ

[[P]](φ)) 	 γI (Ω̂(φ,x ,y))

By the fact that Ω̂(φ,x ,y) is precisely complementable and �eorem 5, the theorem holds.

�
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